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Mark Phillips Violin Power

Solomia Soroka, Violin

Robert Lunn Red Guitar Suite

Robert Lunn, Guitar

Andrew Walters Hammer and Wire

Kari Johnson, Piano

Mei-Fang Lin Figurations

Eliot Hedeman Time Changes

Kari Johnson, Piano

Julius Bucsis Confection

Richard Palacio, Violin

Chin Ting Chan time, forward

Kari Johnson, Piano

Gene Knific Piano Quintet

Ariele Macadangdang, Violin
Melissa Taddie, Violin
Amanda Smith, Viola
Chas Helge, Cello
Cassandra Kaczor, Piano



Violin Power is composed for solo violin and interactive media. The accompaniment consists of three main
components: 1) many layers of granular synthesis of the opening few measures of the violin solo; 2) nearly
continuous doublings, distortions, and filtering of the solo line that mimic those used by many rock guitarists;
and 3) percussive outbursts and bass tones created from processing noise-based samples (tapping on the
instrument, bow scratching, etc.).

Red Guitar Suite
During the winter of 2000 I received an unexpected gift: a 1972 Ramirez 1a Classical Guitar. In the 1970s
my uncle decided that he would learn how to play; a friend of his was going to Spain and my uncle gave
him money to buy a guitar. Years went by and my uncle no longer had the time to play, so the guitar stayed
in a closet for almost two decades until I received it in 2000. This suite of pieces was inspired by this guitar.
There are 14 pieces in all, including eleven solos, two duets, and one electro-acoustic work.

Hammer and Wire was inspired by the imagery of the mechanical construction of the piano and its magical
transformation when extended by electronics. The sounds of the electroacoustic background are from
pianos, hammers, and other construction sounds. Written for pianist Kari Johnson, this piece was premiered
at the 2013 Electronic Music Midwest in Kansas City, Kan.

Figurations was composed at the University of Illinois Experimental Music Studios as part of a commission
project in commemoration of the 50th anniversary celebration of the EMS. The materials for the electronic
score come from granulations of a small collection of pre-recorded string sounds. They take the form of
simple musical figurations such as running scales and arpeggios which serve as the core gestures for the
piece. The evolution and buildup of these musical gestures form the larger architecture of the piece.

Time Changes
This piece aims to explore the idea of relativistic time and the concept that time only changes for the
perceiver in the case of general relativity. The piano and electronics preside in a relationship of time with
each other, rather than any specific notion of an external metric of time.

Confection 
The piece is inspired by concepts related to the process of convection. Of particular interest was the idea of
turbulent convection in the accretion disks surrounding black holes.

time, forward explores time and the stretching of time through augmenting the sounds of a piano with live
electronic processing. The performer often has the liberty to control the duration of the resonance of each
sonority (resulting from the aleatoric notation), both reacting to and controlling the electronics. The title
“time, forward” describes such interaction and the resulting momentum in the music. The fixed sample
playbacks used are mostly pre-recorded sounds from inside the piano and live-recorded sounds. Live
processing techniques such as feedback delay, chorusing, flanging, harmonizer and granular synthesis are
used to enhance the harmonic spectrum as well as to stimulate conversations between the performer and the
computer.

Piano Quintet was written to be performed by the composer along side the Stamps String Quartet. The
quintet was conceived in four main sections: a slow introduction, a short theme group that culminates in a
fugal exposition, a scherzo, and a slow ethereal section. The slow introduction recapitulates at the end. The
harmonic content of the piece is mainly derived from the study of jazz and the study of composers from the
first half of the 20th Century including Bartok and Ravel.


